
CATALINA - SOFT

LEATHER Astrale

COLOR Schoko

NR. 82538-145130

SIZES 34 - 43

CATALINA - SOFT

LEATHER Patent

COLOR Black

NR. 82538-022099

SIZES 34 - 43

SPRING   SUMMER 
2009

CATALINA - SOFT

LEATHER Patent

COLOR Flame

NR. 82538-022122

SIZES 34 - 43

T he Finest Walking Shoes On Earth.
At Eneslow the Foot Comfort Center.



SANSIBAR - SOFT
LEATHER Nappa

COLOR Black

NR. 82550-014099

SIZES 34 - 43

JAMAICA - SOFT
LEATHER Adonis

COLOR Blue

NR. 82519-201241

SIZES 34 - 43

SALONIKI 
LEATHER Maremma/Okapi

COLOR Red/Jasmine

NR. 2557-900684

SIZES 34 - 43

The most exquisite handmade walking shoes on earth,
Finn Comfort provides extraordinary orthopedic support and 
exhilarating natural comfort while promoting good health and 
well-being. Decades of experience, great skill and expertise have 
made Finn Comfort the undisputed leader in healthful natural 
comfort footwear for the sophisticated set. Skillful old world 
European craftsmanship combined with medical know how and
state-of-the-art modern technology give our shoes their unparal-
leled quality, trademark support and world class comfort.

Highly recommended by leading foot health specialists worldwide,
Finn Comfort stimulates vigorously healthy feet while gently 
improving posture and gait. Our healthful walking shoes help 
reduce foot, leg and back ailments while reducing unnecessary 
stress on knee and hip joints. If flat feet or plantar fasciitis are 
causing you problems, or if walking has become uncomfortable, 
Finn Comfort footwear may help reduce the pain.
Ask your foot doctor whether Finn Comfort is appropriate for you.

SALONIKI - SOFT
LEATHER Palmer/Orient

COLOR Coffee/Camel

NR. 82557-900569

SIZES 34 - 43



PATTAYA
LEATHER Yuka

COLOR Cognac

NR. 2558-195037

SIZES 34 - 43

VICTORIA

LEATHER Palmer

COLOR Kaffee

NR. 2537-198023

SIZES 34 - 43

WICHITA
LEATHER Lanato

COLOR Oro

NR. 2559-19022

SIZES 34 - 43ADANA
LEATHER Metal

COLOR Espresso

NR. 2660-226025

SIZES 2 - 9 UK

PHUKET 
LEATHER Bisanzio

COLOR Silver

NR. 82533-159095

SIZES 34 - 43

SERIOUS SUPPORT
FOR YOUR FEET!
Because your feet support all of your weight and help you
balance when you stand, they are subject to substantial
pressure and risk of injury. 

A poor choice in footwear can contribute to problems in your feet, 
ankles, knees and back. Unlike conventional shoes, Finn Comfort 
distributes pressure evenly across the entire foot, thus reducing and 
preventing possible foot ailments. Our anatomically designed 
orthopedic footbeds support your feet, and your entire body,
properly and naturally - like walking barefoot in the sand.
All Finn Comfort footwear is meticulously handcrafted in Germany 
according to rigorous quality standards, and using the most 
luxurious natural materials.

For an expert fitting, visit your authorized Finn Comfort retailer and 
test-walk our exquisite natural comfort footwear today! 

Ask for our complete catalog or visit your nearest Enelsow location.

www.eneslow.com • Celebrating 100 years!



Train while you walk, 
relax while you stand – 
with FINNAMIC

PRETORIA

LEATHER Nappa

COLOR Black

NR. 2901-014099

SIZES 2.5-12 UK
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SANAA
LEATHER NappaSeda

COLOR Black

NR. 1563-014099

SIZES 35 - 43

SAMARA

LEATHER NubuckRona/Okapi

COLOR Navy/Jasmine

NR. 1560-900558

SIZES 35 - 47

Gentle, regular exercise promotes fitness, body tone
and stamina. Finnamic‘s gently rockered sole promotes
the natural heel-to-toe rolling motion, propelling
you forward when you walk, while providing both
stability and comfort when you stand.

Enhance your everyday life.
Finnamic - The �tness concept
with a sound foundation.
Walk through the day with a spring in your step and get some gentle 
exercise at the same time – nothing could be easier with Finnamic from the 
makers of Finn Comfort. Our feet are the part of the body that takes the most 
punishment. They carry our entire weight and are constantly stabilizing the 
body‘s center of gravity. In today‘s world, given the often harmful surfaces 
on which we walk, it is important to ease the strain on our feet and to 
strengthen them at the same time.

Strengthening the whole body
Healthy feet are the starting-point for a healthy body. Natural movement 
stimulates circulation and metabolism, ensures good, straight posture 
and additional muscle toning from head to toe (or in this case – from 
toe to head!).

Finnamic is a premium quality health & wellness product meticulously 
handmade in Germany. We attach great importance to using as many 
natural products and processes as possible in making Finn Comfort 
footwear. Finnamic‘s luxurious leather uppers and calfskin lining are 
extremely skin-friendly and fulfill the most exacting requirements.
Finn Comfort's long lasting soles are developed in accordance with 
the very latest orthopedic findings. Finn Comfort is an ideal choice 
if you wear custom designed arch supports (commonly called orthotics). 

Walking in Finnamic everyday promotes better posture
and greater fitness.

Get �t with Finnamic.
Healthy footwear that promotes �tness and well-being

www.eneslow.com • Celebrating 100 years!



Natural heel-to-toe motion via:

Heel

Lateral foot

Medial forefoot

Big toe

For maximum health and hygiene, 
Finn Comfort footbeds are removable 
and hand washable. 
Use mild soap and warm water and 
let air dry naturally away from direct 
heat or sun. Replace your Finn Comfort 
footbeds regularly.

Rich suede lining. Skin-friendly 
and organically tanned with 
pure vegetable dyes.

Air ventilation holes allow natural 
air circulation.

Wholesome anatomical support for 
the whole foot including medial, 
lateral and metatarsal arches.

Resilient cork/latex for stability 
and shock absorbtion.

Anatomically shaped heel cup.
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ALAMO

LEATHER Pontiac/Okapi

COLOR Cigar/Lightgrey

NR. 1288-900660

SIZES 6-12 UK

THE HEALTH & COMFORT BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:
Your feet are highly specialized structures. Each foot is made 
up of 26 bones held together by 33 joints and more than 100 
muscles, tendons and ligaments. Finn Comfort footbeds are 
anatomically designed to support and gently reposition the 
heel, arch, muscles, ligaments, tendons and bones in the feet, 
enabling these structures to work together as nature intended, 
making each step you take supremely comfortable and pain 
free. Anatomically contour molded and ergonomically 
designed to mirror the natural shape of a healthy foot,

Finn Comfort's natural footbeds create the foundation of our 
footwear and keep the foot in its most efficient alignment.
Finn Comfort footbeds encourage good posture and proper foot 
function, while cradling and guiding your feet from heel to toe.
Naturally healthy, supple and shock absorbing, Finn Comfort's
acclaimed comfort footbeds ensure effortless walking all day 
long. Our no nonsense orthopedic design provides serious 
support with every step.



Pleasant to wear
thanks to softly padded
topline.

Walk in supreme health
and comfort with our 
all-natural anatomically
designed orthopedic
footbeds.

Breathable thanks to
luxurious leather lining.

Freedom for your toes
thanks to natural 
anatomical shape 
and no nonsense 
orthopedic design.

Foot motion guidance.

Lightweight, flexible
and highly shock 
absorbent soles
are gentle on joints.
A concave depression 
in the heel base helps
cushion every step.

Climate control air
channels and
ventilation holes
ensure efficient air 
circulation.

Hand-stitching means
superior flexibility.

DIJON

LEATHER Dakota

COLOR Brick

NR. 1101-030151

SIZES 6-12 UK

TROPEZ

LEATHER Buttero

COLOR Chestnut

NR. 1016-064029

SIZES 39 - 47

RIAD

LEATHER Siena

COLOR Coffee

NR. 1505-042023

SIZES 39 - 47

PERFECTION
LIES IN THE

DETAILS
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